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 Lucia Orlando -> All Participants: I'm here, can hear you 
  Lucia Orlando -> All Participants: evidently my mic isn't working correctly 

  Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: CAtherine - can you go to Audio ~38gt; Speaker/Microphone 
test and see what the micrphone and speaker are in the drop down box? 
  Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: In order to hear the presentation, you will need to connect 

your audio by either dialing in on the phone or by connecting through your computer speakers. 
To connect, click “Audio” at the top and then “Audio conference.” The pop up box will give you 
the two options to connect. Follow the instructions in the box.  

  Rebecca Hyde -> All Participants: “from crazy uncle in the attic to cool kid on the block” I love 
that! 
  Jessica Fomalont -> All Participants: The older Census pubs have wealth of organization. It's 
great to see organizations and universities digitizing the data. 

  Hugh Truslow -> All Participants: Plural of corpus 
  Rebecca Hyde -> All Participants: This was so interesting and informative!! Thank you! 
  Laura Baker -> All Participants: We are beginning digital humanities on our campus. What 

tools would you recommend for creating interactive maps? 
  Maria Duque-Rueda -> All Participants: great information, resources! 
  Eimmy Solis -> All Participants: How do you manage the additional costs of working with 

vendors like Proquest to do text mining for researchers? 
  Lucia Orlando -> All Participants: One new open source tool for telling stories is Terrastories 
https://www.amazonteam.org/terrastories/ 

  Eimmy Solis -> All Participants: Thank you! Partnership is key! 
  Scott Matheson -> All Participants: We've been able to purchase some data files (wiht the 
needed metadata) from Hein. Might be an alternative to PQ. 
  Laura Baker -> All Participants: Have you encountered any areas that people want corpora for 

but that seem unavailable? 
  Carl Olson -> All Participants: Thanks very much. 
  Jose Torres -> All Participants: Great program! 

  David Walls -> All Participants: Very interesting presentation. Thanks. 
  Laura Baker -> All Participants: Very inspiration presentation! Thanks! 
  Kelly Smith -> All Participants: Thanks all! 

  Andrea Stelljes -> All Participants: Thank you! 
  Kristina Bobe -> All Participants: thank you! 
  Betty Elder -> All Participants: Thank You! 

  Jaime Hays -> All Participants: The DLC Wrap up starts at 3:30 pm 
   
 


